Compact Tactile Sensors for Robot Fingers

Simple, rugged, compact sensors measure spatial distributions of contact forces.

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas

Compact transducer arrays that measure spatial distributions of force or pressure have been demonstrated as prototypes of tactile sensors to be mounted on fingers and palms of dexterous robot hands. The pressure- or force-distribution feedback provided by these sensors is essential for the further development and implementation of robot-control capabilities for humanlike grasping and manipulation.

Each sensor (see figure) includes a hard mandrel designed to fit over a finger segment or a palm. A flexible circuit that includes an array of electrodes is attached to the mandrel and is overlaid with a force-sensitive rubber denoted quantum-tunneling composite (QTC). A protective layer of non-sensory rubber is placed over the QTC.

Each electrode defines a tactile sensor point denoted a tactel in analogy to a pixel (picture element) in an image-detecting array of photodetectors. In addition to the electrodes, the sensor includes a ground conductor common to all the elements of the array. The local electrical resistivity of the QTC changes in response to local pressure. By use of simple electronic circuits (e.g., resistive voltage dividers), the local changes of resistance in the tactels are converted to voltages. The voltages can be read by use of external analog-to-digital converter circuitry, then processed into forces or pressures on the tactels. Hence, the processed sensor output indicates the spatial distribution of force or pressure at the spatial resolution of the tactels.
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Improved Ion-Channel Biosensors

Improvements include greater stability and greater signal-to-noise ratios.

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California

An effort is underway to develop improved biosensors of a type based on ion channels in biomimetic membranes. These sensors are microfabricated from silicon and other materials compatible with silicon. As described below, these sensors offer a number of advantages over prior sensors of this type.

To place these advantages in context, it is first necessary to present some background information on prior sensors of this type:

- Ion channels of the type in question are very sensitive to a wide variety of ligands, to which they respond by gen-